


TEX 300 Service Bag

TEX 303 Service Bag

TEX 301 Service Bag

- Reinforced Internal Protection 
- Material resistant to water, wind and abrasion  
- Made of impertex with multipurpose pocket
 SİZE: 25 X 35 X 25 

SİZE: 33 X 43 X 31 

SİZE: 22 X 22 X 47.5 

- Reinforced Internal Protection 
- Material resistant to water, wind and abrasion  
- Made of impertex with multipurpose pocket
 

- Reinforced Internal Protection 
- Material resistant to water, wind and abrasion  
- Made of impertex with multipurpose pocket
 



TEX 301 Service Bag

TEX 302 Service Bag

TEX 304 Service Bag

SİZE: 20 X 45 X 47 

SİZE: 42 X 50 X 10 

SİZE: 39 X 48 X 53 

- Reinforced Internal Protection 
- Material resistant to water, wind and abrasion  
- Made of impertex with multipurpose pocket
 

- Reinforced Internal Protection 
- Material resistant to water, wind and abrasion  
- Made of impertex with multipurpose pocket
 

- Reinforced Internal Protection 
- Material resistant to water, wind and abrasion  
- Made of impertex with multipurpose pocket
 



TEX 12 33LT Tex Bag

TEX 13 46LT Tex Bag

- Waterproof 
- High visibility
- Easy open and close system
- May helmet fits in
- It can be easily seperated and carried 
- Thanks to its original bag connection
apparatus

- Waterproof 
- High visibility
- Easy open and close system
- May helmet fits in
- It can be easily seperated and carried 
- Thanks to its original bag connection
apparatus



TEX 307 90LT Nano Fastfood Box

TEX 307 90LT Tex Bag

- Made of pp material
- Made of abs material
- Resistant to impacts
- Material resistant to water, wind and abrasion

- Made of pp material
- Made of abs material
- Resistant to impacts
- Material resistant to water, wind and abrasion



FORTE GT 2001086 HATTENA  

- Fabric with 600 denier oxford membrane
- Water drainage channel in front of the zipper part
flexible sections provide mobility.
- He’s breathing.
- Inner capitone provides thermal insulation.
- It has reflective lines for night vision.

- Internal protections in line with European standards
- Elbow adjustable 3-stage protection
- Adjustable sleeves, waist and neck
- Cargo pockets and extra upper chest pocket
- Interior hidden pockets

- Fabric with 600 denier oxford membrane
- Water drainage channel in front of the zipper part
flexible sections provide mobility.
- He’s breathing.
- Inner capitone provides thermal insulation.
- It has reflective lines for night vision.

- Internal protections in line with European standards
- Elbow adjustable 3-stage protection
- Adjustable sleeves, waist and neck
- Cargo pockets and extra upper chest pockets
- Interior hidden pockets
- Front ventilation channels

FORTE GT 2001065 METROPOLİS  

- Fabric with 600 denier oxford membrane
- Water drainage channel in front of the zipper part
- 3-layer coat with you for 4 seasons
- He’s breathing.
- Inner capitone provides removable thermal insula-
tion.

- Zipper pullers
- Adjustable waist and sleeve
- Reflective lines
- 3-stage adjustable elbow guard
- Extra Chest Protection Covering the Chest

FORTE GT 2001072 INFERNO



FORTE GT 2001233 NEOPREN

FORTE GT 2004540 AVALON

- Soft Shell Fabric
- Stain, dust, dirt resistant
- He’s breathing.
- Windproof

- Extra Chest pocket
- Wraps the body and protects your heat
- Flexible sections provide mobility.
- Unisex

- Neoprene Fabric
- Stain, dust, dirt resistant
- He’s breathing.
- Windproof

- Extra chest pocket
- Wraps the body and protects your heat
- Flexible sections provide mobility.
- Covered zipper keeps water out.
- Unisex

- Coats and suits for your company
production is done.

Corporation Suit



- Remote with reflective lines and phosphor color
 You will be noticed from a distance.
- Oxford Fabric long lasting
- Does not sweat thanks to the mesh inner lining
- 4 cargo pockets

FORTE GT 2001186 Reflektif Yelek

FORTE GT 2001188 Reflektif Yelek

- 1 multi-purpose pocket on the back waist
- Side adjustment belts
- Conforms to European safety standards
  production

- Remote with reflective lines and phosphor color
 You will be noticed from a distance.
- Oxford Fabric long lasting
- Does not sweat thanks to the mesh inner lining
- 4 cargo pockets

- 1 multi-purpose pocket on the back waist
- Side adjustment belts
- Conforms to European safety standards
  production



- %100 Water and wind protection 
- 0,4 MM Thick, reflective rain coat with top & bottom set
- Reflector for the night time and green phosphorus
for the day time has been used 
-Vents on the back to prevent sweating

- %100 Water and wind protection 
- 0,4 MM Thick, reflective rain coat with top & bottom 
set
- Reflector for the night time and green phosphorus
for the day time has been used 
-Vents on the back to prevent sweating

FORTE GT 1135 PVC Pvc Raincoat

FORTE GT 1136 PVC Raincoat

- 4 Layer Primer
– Ce Certified Protections
– Oxford Fabric
- Repels Water
- Cuts the Wind

TEX 1091 Protected Motorcycle Pants

- Removable Inner Lining
- Full Protection
- Adjustable Zipper for Boot Use
- 4 seasons
- Reflective lines.

- Softshell fabric
- Adjustable Zipper
- Ce Certified Protections
- Cuts Wind 100%

- Dust and Stain Resistant
- Repels Water
- Provides Thermal Insulation
- Has Reflective Lines.

TEX 1093 SOFTSHELL Protected Motorcycle Pants





FORTE GT 70632 TEX 2084-2 PHONE HOLDERTEX 2084 PHONE HOLDER

Phone Holder Bag For Arm



DURATECH 23 MİLANO BLACK  4 Seasons Protected Motorcycle Boot

- With reinforced protection lines
your heel, ankle and nose
It protects from the blows from the part.
- 2 parts adjustable part of your wrist
wraps

- It has reflective lines.
- Impact resistant non-slip rubber sole
- Repels water. Durable and long-lasting.
- Stylish design
- CE safety approved

Velcro Red 1 Red 2

DURATECH 28  LUGANO Long Protected Motorcycle Boot

- With reinforced protection lines
your heel, ankle and nose
It protects from the blows from the part.
- 2 parts adjustable part of your wrist
wraps

- It has reflective lines.
- Impact resistant non-slip rubber sole
- Repels water. Durable and long-lasting.
- Stylish design
- CE safety approved

SW 925 Moduler Helmet

SW 816 Full Face Helmet

- ECE 22.05 Approved
- Made of abs material 
- Chinstrap quick release system
- Adjustable Vents 
- Double Visor

- ECE 22.05 Approved
- Made of abs material 
- Chinstrap quick release system
- Adjustable Vents 
- Double Visor

COLOR : 

COLOR : 



TEX 291  Leather Windstopper

TEX 292 Impertex Windstopper

- Made of artificial leather 
- Easy mounting feature due to fastener
connected to handlebar 
-Reflective material is used
- Compatible with all motorcycles 
- Protects your hand against the cold, wind and rain
-It has reflective bands at the side

- Made of artificial leather 
- Easy mounting feature due to fastener
connected to handlebar 
-Reflective material is used
- Compatible with all motorcycles 
- Protects your hand against the cold, wind and rain
-It has reflective bands at the side

TEX 296 SCOOTER  Windstopper

TEX 294 PCX  Windstopper

-With special connection apparatus
- Reinforced internal lining protect from 
cold, wind, rain
-Effective balance system against to wind
-Reflective Material 

-With special connection apparatus
- Reinforced internal lining protect from 
cold, wind, rain
-Effective balance system against to wind
-Reflective Material 



TEX 315 Pos Bag

- Made Of IMPERTEX 
- It has a detachable claps  
- Hook and loop fastener
-Compatible with all pos devices 

TEX 13 46LT Tex Bag

TEX 13 46LT Tex Bag

- Connection apparatus whose leg and waistband
parts are adjustable 
- Reflective materials are used 
-Close Fitting elegant design

- Connection apparatus whose leg and waistband
parts are adjustable 
- Reflective materials are used 
-Close Fitting elegant design






